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Colleagues, 

Amid the heated political rhetoric 

and criticism of President Obama's 
action, AP Correspondent Kathy 
Gannon takes a smart look at the 
history of talks leading to the 

release of U.S. Sgt. Bowe 
Bergdahl and provides her 
educated analysis of what led to 

the exchange for the release of five 
Taliban leaders from the U.S. 
detention base at Guantanamo Bay. 
Gannon, who was shot and 

wounded on April 4 while covering 
the Afghan elections, is now 
recovering from her injuries. 
 

Covering war and unrest in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan for more than two decades, Gannon has 
reported extensively in recent years about intermittent U.S.-Taliban 

contacts and efforts to win Bergdahl's freedom. "Kathy Gannon was 
one of the first reporters to find out about the early U.S. contacts 
with the Taliban," said AP Senior Managing Editor for International 
News John Daniszewski. "We are very happy to bring her expertise, 

knowledge and analysis again to the AP's global audience." 

 

Sgt. Bowe Bergdahl, sits in a 

vehicle guarded by the Taliban 

in eastern Afghanistan prior to 

his return to U.S. forces. (AP 

Photo/Voice Of Jihad Website  

via AP video) 
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In August 2011, AP named three of the Taliban detainees at 

Guantanamo Bay now swapped for Bergdahl, who was said at that 
time to have "featured prominently in the talks" between the U.S. 
and a personal emissary of Taliban leader Mullah Mohammed 
Omar. The final list of fighters whose release was being sought by 

the Taliban appeared last June, as part of an AP Exclusive on the 
details of the proposed swap ("Taliban offer to free U.S. soldier"). 
They are the same five flown from Guantanamo to Qatar, a tiny Gulf 
Arab country that served as a mediator between the two sides. 

Among other stories by Gannon on the Taliban-Bergdahl discussions 
was one describing a breakdown in contact early this year. 
 

Gannon's conclusion: Bergdahl's release is all about "setting the 
stage for larger discussions on a future peaceful Afghanistan." Read 
her story here.  
 

Meanwhile, AP acknowledged that its interviews with three former 
members of Bergdahl's platoon on Tuesday were arranged by a public 
relations firm co-owned by Republican strategist Richard Grenell. In 

the story, the three men said Bergdahl should be investigated for 
desertion. Army Secretary John McHugh said that after Bergdahl 
has recovered, the Army will "review" the circumstances of his 
disappearance. 

AP News 

Following objections by AP, other agencies, France lifts restrictions on 

D-Day video coverage 
France on Wednesday dropped restrictions on live video coverage of 
ceremonies this week marking the 70th anniversary of the D-Day 

invasion of Normandy, ensuring that millions of viewers across the 
world will be able to watch the event as it unfolds. The French 
president's office and two French broadcasters had earlier refused to 
let news agencies and online news providers distribute the live 

broadcast free of charge, prompting protests from international news 
organizations. 
 

AP Stylebook on D-Day 
D-Day: June 6, 1944, the day the Allies invaded Western Europe in 
World War II. 
 

Back story of AP's papal photo 
Any time the pope makes a trip, but 
especially to a place like the Holy 
Land, journalists swarm to cover 

each moment and reflect every 
papal move in a stream of words 
and images. In such an intensely 

competitive setting, it's hard to 
imagine how anyone can produce 
significant coverage that truly 
stands alone. Yet Tel Aviv-based 

photographer Ariel Schalit did just that with a shot from the biblical 
town of Bethlehem. 
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A Chinese woman takes a selfie on her mobile phone in front of 

Tiananmen Gate in Beijing Wednesday. (AP Photo/Ng Han Guan) 

 
AP Images on Tiananmen Square 25th anniversary 

The AP Images blog has numerous photos illustrating the differences 
between the violent Chinese crackdown on political activity in 
Tiananmen Square on June 4, 1989, and the peaceful protests and 
demonstrations that took place on the 25th anniversary on 

Wednesday. 
 
Related: 

Avoiding censors, Tiananmen 

protestors get creative on Instagram 
On June 4, 1989, the Chinese 
government physically cracked down 

on student protests in Tiananmen 
Square, leaving thousands dead. 
Leading up to the 25th anniversary of 
the protests, Chinese authorities 

completely shut down access to 
Google. The move was likely an 
attempt to stifle any online 

conversation about an event of which 
discussion is strictly censored by the 
Chinese government. But refusing to 
just shut up and sit down, the Chinese 

instead expressed their discontent 
through the creative hashtag #8964, referring to the historic date. 
 
Behind the Scenes: Tank man of Tiananmen 

Some never-before-scenes of the impending confrontation, plus a link 
to footage on Youtube. 
 

AP announces major reorganization of global products team 
 
In an e-mail to the staff, Joy Jones, vice president of Global 
Products, announced a number of changes in personnel and structure 

Wednesday. "All of you by now are aware that we are reorganizing 
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our business side so that we can more clearly focus on our customers 
-- especially those who drive most of our revenue today as well as 

those that will be valuable to us in the future," she wrote. "Today, 
I'm happy to share the next step in this revenue reorganization by 
announcing the global product team structure." See the full 
announcement at the bottom of today's newsletter.   

 
Obituary: former AP reporter Mary Agnes Gard 
Worked for AP in Chicago. 

 

AP Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer Nick Ut shares many of his  

personal images on his Facebook page. This one posted today seems to 

be generating an unusual amount of interest. 

 

Happy Birthday! 

 
 

Tom Jory  

Stories of Interest 

Newhouse affiliate offers readers chance to win $100 to take survey 
about local news preferences 
Advance Publications' affiliate Advance Local is offering a 
chance for readers to win $100 by taking an online survey 

and sharing their insights about local news preferences, 
including on nj.com, website of The Star-Ledger and other 
of the company's properties in New Jersey. 

 

 
The real NSA scandal is overseas 
Last week Edward Snowden popped up from his exile in Moscow for 

an exclusive interview with NBC News anchor Brian Williams. Like 
much of the public narrative that has emerged since Snowden 
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absconded with reams of classified documents from the National 
Security Agency, the interview further muddied the waters about 

what his historic leaks have revealed. 
 
Time Inc. layoffs hit People, Essence (shared by Bob Daugherty) 
In your completely laid-off Wednesday media column: details on 

more Time Inc. layoffs and buyouts at People and Essence, Fortune 
Small Business folds, and various ways that magazine publishers are 
terrorists. 
 

Mo Dowd gets burned over pot column chronicling bad trip 
Maureen Dowd, the New York Times' Pulitzer Prize-winning op-ed 
columnist, recently traveled to Colorado to report on the legalization 

of recreational marijuana. And when in Rome, er, Denver, Dowd 
decided to do as Denverites do: try edible marijuana in the form of a 
candy bar and chronicle her trip for the paper. 
 

Outing: What if the New York Times ended its daily print edition? 
Stop the presses! (For 6 days a week!) ... Yes, I'm being serious. The 
recent New York Times "Innovation" report, a meant-to-be-internal 

strategy document proposing a (long-overdue) digital-first future for 
what is arguably the best newspaper and digital news operation on 
the planet, painted a depressing picture.  
 

Senator's campaign blasts reporter for "unprofessional, ridiculous hit 
piece" in last day of primary campaign 

On the last day of the Mississippi Republican 
Senate primary, The Atlantic reporter Molly 
Ball came out with an unflattering profile of 
incumbent Sen. Thad Cochran titled "Thad 
Cochran, the Last of the Naive Republicans." 

Amid observations about Cochran's political 
strategy and how he's part of a dying breed, 
Ball also shares an anecdote about how she 

interviewed Cochran, and then half an hour later, he walked up and 

introduced himself like they had just met. 
 
 

Lara Logan quietly returns to work on "60 Minutes" 
Lara Logan has quietly returned to work at "60 Minutes," CBS News 
confirmed on Wednesday. The correspondent, as well as her 
producer, Max McClellan, had been placed on leaves of absence last 

November after a discredited report on the show about the attacks on 
the American compound in Benghazi, Libya. 
 
Mirror Awards announced 

Winners of the Mirror Awards -- honoring excellence in media 
industry reporting -- were announced at a ceremony hosted by 
Syracuse University's S.I. Newhouse School of Public 

Communications. 
 
Fresh-faced Hillary Clinton begins press tour 
Grandma in Chief? Becoming a grandmother in the fall could 

influence Hillary Clinton's decision-making - and not just which 
carseat to buy (though there's that, too). After stepping down as 
Secretary of State in 2013 and enjoying her first free time in a long 

time, Clinton is now pondering another run for the White House.  

 

Sen. Thad Cochran 
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Pew Research: Generation X, America's neglected middle child 

Gen Xers are bookended by two much larger generations -- the Baby 
Boomers ahead and the Millennials behind -- that are strikingly 
different from one another. And in most of the ways we take stock of 
generations -- their racial and ethnic makeup; their political, social 

and religious values; their economic and educational circumstances, 
their technology usage -- Gen Xers are a low-slung, straight-line 
bridge between two noisy behemoths. 
 

Secret Service requests software to track social media trends, detect 
sarcasm 
The U.S. Secret Service is seeking software that can identify top 

influencers and trending sets of social media data, allowing the 
agency to monitor these streams in real-time - and sift through the 
sarcasm. A work order posted online Monday shows that the agency 
desires analytics software that can watch users in real time, collecting 

a range of data including "emotions of Internet users to old Twitter 
messages" across multiple languages. 
 

Where in Colorado Springs is Kevin Bacon? 
Veteran actor Kevin Bacon was spotted in Colorado Springs on 
Tuesday. Gazette entertainment reporter Jen Mulson and page 
designer/artist Nichole Montañez  

couldn't resist a search for the man who, you know, said in 1994 that 
he had worked with everyone in Hollywood or someone who's worked 
with them -- thus the  
"Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon." 

 

Typical journalist's diet. 

15 stereotypes about journalists that are absolutely true 
The site NewsCastic takes a dead-on, mostly humorous look at the 15 
notions about journalists that, for better or worse, are absolutely 
true. 

 

AP Memos 
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AP Beat of the Week 
 

There is no bigger story in the nation's most populous state than the 
drought that has ravaged California farms and cities, prompting 
severe cuts in water deliveries to many customers and fears of price 
increases in food produced in the Golden State's vast and thirsty 

agricultural lands. 
  
But, it turns out, nearly 4,000 companies, farms and others have 
unmonitored access to this precious resource and are under no 

obligation to conserve. 
  
That revelation alone is big news. More stunning: State regulators 

had no idea how many such users there were in California _ or how 
much water they actually had been diverting _ until The Associated 
Press obtained and analyzed a database of these so-called "senior 
water rights holders." 

  
The AP revealed for the first time the inner-workings of an antiquated 
system based on self-reported, incomplete records riddled with errors 

and years out of date. The story wins this week's Beat of the Week. 
  
The idea was triggered by an aside AP environmental reporter Jason 
Dearen heard at a news conference.  Officials were trumpeting their 

aggressive drought response by imposing 100 percent cuts in water 
the state sends to many farms and cities. Some of that loss is made 
up by alternative supplies or water purchases.  But one official noted 
senior rights holders would not face any cuts. Dearen asked a water 

agency source how many such rights holders there were and how 
much water they used. The answer: We don't know. 
  

After weeks of 
negotiation with state 
officials, Dearen 
received a database 

containing details about 
these large water 
users. He and reporter 

Garance Burke, a 
member of the newly 
expanded National 
Investigative Team, 

joined with San 
Francisco data 
journalist Serdar 
Tumgoren to begin 

parsing the numbers _ 
going back and forth with officials until they finally obtained a 2010 
dataset that captured usage reports from all 4,000 rights holders. 

  
The reporters soon unearthed some obvious accounting errors. For 
example, the state's top water user supposedly was a man with only 
a small weekend farm with a few cattle. Checking further, the 

reporters contacted all 25 of the state's top users and found serious 
errors in the usage figures of eight. They confirmed the correct 
figures with the users, found out how they obtained their century-old 

rights and asked them how they used the water. 

 

Jeff Thengvall leaves after releasing irrigation 

water to provide water for the rice fields in 

Richvale, Calif. (AP Photo/Jae C. Hong) 
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The research provided grist for the main story's findings, a sidebar 

profiling a half-dozen rights holders and a table of the top 25 water 
users, comparing usage figures reported by the state and the actual 
figures AP found. An all-formats AP team traveled to far-flung corners 
of the state to chronicle the people and places that continue to have 

unmonitored supplies: city officials from San Francisco at a 
hydropower station near Yosemite, rice farmers in the Central Valley, 
the manager of a retirement community and the owner of a produce 
farm whose family endured the Japanese-American internment camps 

of World War II. 
  
The print story was enhanced by a spectacular photo essay by 

photographer Jae Hong, a 2½-minute video story by video journalist 
Haven Daley and a "Read Me" assembled by West Interactive Editor 
Dan Kempton with tables of The Top 25 reported water users and 
breakdowns of the types of entities that hold the water rights. Data 

provided to members aided in localization, as well. 
  
The story was among Google News' Top 10 U.S. stories. The video 

was the second-most-downloaded piece of the week. And, of course, 
it was a sensation in California, landing on at least 19 front pages 
there. 
  

For painstaking reporting that produced an astounding all-formats 
accountability package uncovering a flawed system that even state 
regulators knew little about, Dearen and Burke win this week's $500 
prize. 

 
Others whose work impressed the judges: 
 

_ Nancy Benac, Washington, for answering the question so many 
have asked but none have answered: Who pays for the first lady's 
gowns? Benac tracked down designers of every dress she could 
identify Michelle Obama as having worn, priced them and figured out 

where they ended up. The story did well with MSN readers, was used 
on Yahoo, led the Huffington Post style section and was touted on 
Harpers Bazaar's Facebook page.  

 
_ Jonathan Lemire, New York City newsman, for showing that 
Mayor Bill de Blasio, who ran on a promise of transparency, has 
shut the media out of at least 53 events since taking office, 

accounting for more than 20 percent of his public schedule. Lemire 
noticed the trend and tallied all 260 events on de Blasio's public 
schedule.  
 

_ Alba Mora Roca, Dario Lopez, Alberto Arce, Nathan Griffiths 
and Nick Harbaugh, for a high-end interactive to go with Arce's 
narrative out of Honduras that looked at soccer's role as an 

alternative to poverty, violence and hopelessness. The interactive, 
told through the central character of an 11-year-old boy, included a 
large photo package, six videos and text in Spanish and English.  
 

_ Josh Lederman, Washington, for reporting exclusively that 
President Obama had ordered a delay in a review of U.S. deportation 
policies. Lederman had been first to report that Obama was ordering 

the review with an eye toward making them more humane, and his 
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persistent checking led to an interview with Cecilia Munoz, director 
of the White House Domestic Policy Council, who revealed that 

Obama had requested the delay to give Republicans more political 
space.  
 
_ Mark Scolforo, newsman, Harrisburg, for back-to-back scoops in 

the ongoing Jerry Sandusky child sex abuse case. Scolforo was first 
to report that Gov. Tom Corbett met with a special prosecutor 
investigating Corbett's handling of the case while he was attorney 
general. He also was first to report that a much-delayed case against 

top administrators at Penn State was about to get off the ground. 
Scolforo scored both scoops by abandoning the phone and pressing 
the matter in person with the governor and judge involved in the 

administrators' case. 
 
_ Julie Pace, White House correspondent, for her exclusive report 
that President Obama planned to keep 9,800 troops in Afghanistan 

after year's end and the conclusion of the U.S. combat role. Pace 
grabbed a source on Air Force One during the president's secret trip 
to Afghanistan and pressed for details on the troop plan, reminding 

the source that she had been asking about this for days. The official 
told her to stay in close touch and called the day of Obama's 
announcement to provide full details of the plan 15 minutes before 
the announcement.  

 
_ Video journalists Isolda Morillo, Helene Franchineau, 
photographers Han Guan and Andy Wong and correspondent 
Louise Watt, Beijing, for their preview of the 25th anniversary of the 

1989 Tiananmen Square crackdown. The Beijing team obtained 
exclusive access to key witnesses before they were made inaccessible 
by authorities, including Bao Tong, a former senior communist official 

who was jailed during the 1989 protests.  
 
_ Santi Palacios, photo freelancer, Melilla, Spain, for obtaining 
exclusive images of hundreds of migrants climbing over the fence 

dividing Morocco and the Spanish enclave of Melilla. Palacios arrived 
in early March and patrolled the fence nightly until he got the images 
he was seeking before being expelled by police on May 28.  

 
_ Jake Pearson, newsman, New York City, for his latest exclusive on 
the death of mentally ill inmate who died in an overheated jail cell. 
Pearson used a Freedom of Information request to obtain documents 

showing that a jail guard who left her post as the inmate died in the 
hot cell had been disciplined four years earlier for similarly 
abandoning her post in another part of the jail.  
 

_ David Bauder, television writer, New York, for reporting about an 
effort to cast a reality show by casting young teens in a party setting. 
Bauder pursued a tip for weeks until finally the president of the 

casting company approached him with non-attributable details 
because she was getting death threats online.  
 
AP Best of the States 

 
On the campaign trail, Bill de Blasio promised to have the most 
transparent mayoral administration in New York City history. The 

cracks in that promise literally began forming on the day he took 
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office, when his staff announced that the official midnight swearing-in 
would be "closed press." 

  
After hours of protests led by the AP, that restriction was eventually 
lifted. But the episode tipped AP City Hall reporter Jonathan Lemire 
that de Blasio may not be as media-friendly as he'd claimed. So 

Lemire began watching.  
 
For months, he collected de Blasio's official schedule, taking note 
each time his official events and meetings were either closed to the 

press or designated as pool only, with just one print reporter, 
photographer and video journalist allowed. 
  

As the months wore on, Lemire noticed the frequency of de Blasio's 
media restrictions was actually increasing. Several news 
organizations in New York also noticed and wrote op-eds. The time 
seemed ripe, at nearly five months into the new administration, for 

Lemire to tally up the de Blasio schedules he'd collected. 
 
Here's what he found: 260 total events, 53 of which were completely 

closed, amounting to 20 percent of de Blasio's entire schedule. Add in 
the 30 more events that were pool only, and more than 30 percent of 
the mayor's events were either closed or restricted to the media. 
 

A mayor's spokesman told Lemire that any restrictions on media 
access were due to logistics, not secrecy. But Lemire didn't think it 
would be fair to run the story without de Blasio's comment. When 
Lemire told him with what the AP had found, de Blasio initially said 

transparency is often "in the eye of the beholder." But he eventually 
acknowledged that "there is a whole swatch of information that needs 
to be available to the public and we need to continue to do a better 

job on that." 
 
His story was widely used in New York, with TV attributing to AP in 
their own reports, and several local reporters hammering de Blasio on 

the subject for days. NY1's Bob Hardt opined: "The mayor might 
want to realize that openness isn't just good policy, it's good politics." 
And the New York Post said "if progressives are really acting -- as 

they claim -- on behalf of the people, why are they so keen on 
keeping a free press from seeing what they're up to?"  
 
Capital New York interviewed Lemire on how he got the story.  

 
There was even some evidence that de Blasio was softening his stand 
two days after the story ran, adding "photo spray" access to a closed 
event, which had not been normal procedure before. 

 
De Blasio's tactics echo those of the Obama White House, which has 
routinely restricted access to the media and then released a photog 

from an "official photographer," meaning an official image of the 
event is the only one that exists. AP and other news organizations 
have labeled these "visual news releases" and refused to distribute 
such handouts from the White House, and we are taking the same 

approach with City Hall.  
 
Lemire's disciplined beat reporting produced a nice accountability 

scoop and furthered AP's leading role in fighting for media access in 
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all the territories where we operate. For that, he wins this week's 
$300 Best of the States prize. 

 
AP Restructures Global Product Team  
 
AP Staff: 

  
All of you by now are aware that we are reorganizing our business 
side so that we can more clearly focus on our customers - especially 
those who drive most of our revenue today as well as those that will 

be valuable to us in the future. In the first stages, we consolidated all 
our revenue lines under two senior vice presidents: Daisy 
Veerasingham for International and Dave Gwizdowski for the 

Americas, with me in the role of vice president for global products 
reporting jointly to them. Today, I'm happy to share the next step in 
this revenue reorganization by announcing the global product team 
structure.  

  
In its new role, the global product team will serve three main 
functions:  

• Identify product opportunities to realize growth and increase 
customer satisfaction, based on an ongoing understanding of 

markets and customers 
• Ensure that our core products-those that drive 80% of our 

revenue-remain competitive and aligned with customer needs 

and workflows 
• Use a clear and consistent organization-wide planning process 

to pursue the best openings for product  innovation. This will 
be linked to the new enterprise planning process and closely 

coordinated with editorial and technology, among others.  The 
product team will be the primary point of contact on behalf of 
the revenue team on all technical development work. 

To achieve these objectives, the global products team will be 
organized around six key themes:  

• Core products for Americas and International market 

segments, such as Member Choice, Newspower, AP Radio 
Network and APTN News/APTN Direct 

• U.S. and International News and content development which 

feed multiple products 
• Vertical products, such as now exist with Business and Sports 
• Photo products and services 
• Web and Mobile services 

• Product and platform operations, including continued 
emphasis on improving our analytics  

I am excited to introduce the directors across these areas, many of 
whom are taking on expanded roles: 
  

International Core will be led by Sue Brooks, previously director of 
emerging products for international, who will be responsible for core 
and supplemental services for our international regions and customer 

segments. Our top customer segments are heavily weighted toward 
the largest national broadcast and print players who increasingly 
have multi-format needs, and we are seeing significant new 
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opportunity for regionalized offerings in emerging markets. Sue and 
her team will help us determine where and how best to target our 

efforts while continuing their ownership of the Video Hub and taking 
on full responsibility for the video archive products. Sue will also 
serve as the primary point of contact for the international news 
leaders. 

  
Americas Core will be led by Abby Muraskin, previously responsible 
for U.S. broadcast products, who will be responsible for the core and 
supplemental services for our U.S. local, group and national customer 

segments.  Local newspaper, television and radio represent the 
majority of our revenue in the Americas while major networks, cable 
players and some parts of Latin American markets have shown year-

over-year growth.   Abby and her team will initially focus on these 
segments and will over time expand their purview to include other 
priority segments for the Americas sales teams. 
  

U.S. News and Content Development will be led by Sarah 
Nordgren.  Sarah's main job is to continue the fantastic momentum 
we're generating by collaborating across business and news to 

address what is important and of interest to our customers.  AP's 
unparalleled coverage of U.S. state and national news is one of our 
greatest differentiators across all markets and is often the difference 
between a customer choosing AP or a competitor. Our news 

department works diligently to both break news and cover breaking 
news and planned events in this market, and we on the product side 
must work in partnership with them to more purposefully plan how 
U.S. news is incorporated into our domestic and international 

products.  Sarah will continue the work she's begun with the news 
department to help AP keep customers informed of our coverage and 
to help aggregate and analyze the intelligence we're all gathering in 

the market so we can best help customers serve their audiences.  
She will be the primary point of contact for the U.S. News and Nerve 
Center editorial teams. Jim Reindl will be  
working on Sarah's team to extend that collaboration at a regional 

level, giving us further depth around this critical ingredient to AP 
products. 
  

Vertical Products will be led by Brian Scanlon, previously 
responsible for business and election products, who will be 
responsible for continuing to build successful sports, business, 
entertainment and political products for customers who may be 

specialists in these areas or who may wish to supplement their core 
services with depth in a particular vertical area.  The verticals have 
generated significant revenue growth in recent years and we expect 
this to hold true for some time to come.  Brian and his team will 

focus on simplifying our vertical products so that customers can more 
easily understand the coverage they will receive, which will also make 
it easier for our salespeople to sell. 

  
Photo Products and Services will continue to be led by Blake Sell. 
Our images products are an essential ingredient in today's 
multimedia environment. Customers consistently tell us photos are 

an invaluable asset that offer numerous avenues to monetization.  
We are also seeing the growing interest in AP photo assignment 
services to both editorial and commercial clients.  Blake will continue 

to exploit these opportunities and will renew our commitment to 
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develop subscription products that are as innovative as those offered 
to our transactional clients. 

  
Digital Client Services and AP Mobile Services will continue to be led 
by Paul Caluori and Mike Boord, respectively. We are increasingly 
using our web and mobile platforms and services to creatively 

showcase both AP and customer content. AP has been at the forefront 
of digital news content development and that position affords us a 
relevance to our customers that is unrivaled in today's ongoing shift 
toward new media.  We will continue to pursue creative news 

presentations on these platforms and leverage what we learn here to 
better serve our entire client base. 
  

Three important operational teams will work across the product 
management teams highlighted above. 
  
Product Operations: Ruth Gersh is responsible for global product 

operations which works across AP products and services to ensure 
products are properly defined and implemented across operations and 
within systems. Ruth is leveraging her  exceptional knowledge of AP 

products, content product definitions and business processes, along 
with an understanding of best practices in content management, to 
help AP deliver a world-class product portfolio. She will focus on 
product and content analysis, product improvement and new product 

implementation. Ruth will work in tandem with Ava Tang who has 
responsibility for Content and Platform Analytics. In her role, Ava will 
concentrate on building AP's access to and understanding of usage 
information, developed through regular monitoring of key data and 

evolving trends, to inform decisions on content, product and platform 
development.  
  

Platform Operations: Jim Gerberich will expand his responsibilities 
beyond the AP Images platform and product operations to include 
business-side responsibility for our primary delivery platforms for 
text, photos and multimedia products and services.  Over the years, 

AP has developed a dizzying array of platforms, often for a narrow 
product or customer set,  and always with a need for continuous 
improvement. Jim and his team will work in partnership with the 

technology department to identify a roadmap that delivers customer-
centric platforms that provide a superior customer experience. 
  
Near-term, we will all be focused on ensuring successful completion 

of our 2014 initiatives, in addition to using customer insights and new 
development processes to inform our 2015 planning. 
  
Please join me in congratulating the team as we work to shape a new 

and improved course for AP products and services.   
   
Joy Jones 

Vice President, Global Products 
 

 

  

  

Mark Mittelstadt  

Connecting newsletter 
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